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Struggling to laugh at your child's jokes?This fun book teaches kids all the skills they need to
find and perform the perfect joke, including: Safe searching to build a repertoireChoosing
appropriate jokes for the audience and situationUsing body-language, expression and
timingArmed with 101 hilarious practice jokes, your child will finally get the laughter and
applause they deserve. Perfect for joke-lovers aged eight and up.
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Grady Harp, “‘Why did the baby cookie crumble? Its mum was a wafer so long.’ – A treasure
trove!. New Zealand author Tom E. Moffat is a humorist, writing books to make us celebrate the
lighter side of thought – something that is becoming a valuable prescription for us all during
these times. To date he has published a series he titles BONKERS SHORT STORIES of which
MIND-SWAPPING MADNESS is Book 1 and BODY-HOPPING HYSTERICS is Book 2, I’M
JOKING; 500+ Original Jokes for Kids, and now YOU’RE JOKING: Become an Expert Joke-
Teller. It is obvious Tom has not only a fine sense of humor, but also the ability to share that trait
with eager readers. Paul Beavis illustrates Tom’s books.In this new book Tom serves as an
instructor for teaching kids the art of telling a joke – a skill that provides fun entertainment for
youngsters and rewarding relief from stress for family and friends audiences. He shares his
mission (and personality) in a brief Intro – “Some people make a living form writing jokes and
comedy. These people – comedians or stand-up comedians – write and perform comedy shows
and routines. Other people, such as that popular kid in your class or your slightly annoying uncle,
just enjoy telling jokes to friends and family. This casual form of joke telling is the focus of this
book. Those moments when someone tells a joke in the playground or at a party, and before the
laughter has entirely stopped, someone else chips in with another. Suddenly we’re in one of
those special joke-telling moments, where everybody is racking their brains for the perfect next
joke that will have everyone in stitches. Some people thrive in these situations. They seem to
have a limitless supply of jokes that they deliver confidently and effortlessly to continued
laughter…’ And this youngster-directed intro supplies the tools for every kid to become a
successful – and happy – joke teller.And so begins this instruction manual for the art of telling
jokes, shared with skill and an appreciation for the audience. This is followed by instructive
examples of jokes, such as, ‘Diarrhea is hereditary, it runs in your jeans.’ Question and answer
jokes, such as ‘What did one eye say to the other eye? Between you and me, there’s something
that smells.’ knock-knock jokes, long jokes, etc. The rules (and advice) laid down, Tom presents
exercises for practice: ‘How do the police get rid of flies? They call the SWAT team.’And on and
on it goes, very wise ideas for becoming an informed and witty and organized joke teller. Kids
will love this excellent resource – and families and friends can relax when the newly learned
jokester steps onto the humor stage! Recommended. Grady Harp, November 20”

J Armstrong, “Great new book for aspiring jokesters. You’re Joking: Become Expert Joke-Teller
is a great book for kids 8-year-old and older. This book gives you the mechanics of jokes, how
best to deliver them, timing (very important) and body language. Even such things as rehearsing
your jokes, so you can remember them and feel more comfortable telling them are covered here.
You also get 100 original jokes, some one-liners, and a few longer to get you started on your
jokester journey.I have an 8-year-old who loves to tell jokes, but they are either not truly funny, or
they are poorly delivered, so she was excited to try this book out. After a few days of reding the



book, she has gotten more persistent with jokes, and she does use the new jokes in this book
often. She seems a little more comfortable with delivering the jokes, so I would say this book did
help her out.”

Scarlett Jensen, “Improve your joke-telling skills.. Rotorua New Zealand, is Tom E. Moffatt’s
hometown and he is serious about writing jokes. He is a children’s author and although this book
is for kids, the same guidelines can apply for adults.This casual form of joke-telling is the focus
of this book. He has written hundreds of original jokes and people know this. When a joke-telling
situation arises, all eyes invariably turn to him.But it was not like that in the beginning. He
enjoyed hearing jokes so much that he started to collect them, writing them down in a large
notebook. It wasn’t until he was travelling the world, meeting different people every day and
finding endless opportunities to practise his jokes, so that he began to develop his skills and
confidence.Joke-telling is a skill mastered with practice. If you read through the tips in this book,
memorise some of the jokes. It is an ongoing process of learning, revision of your repertoire.
Moffat started collecting jokes that relied more on actions and universal truths than on language
play, and before long he had the perfect collection for a global, non-native audience.Becoming
an expert joke-teller is more than just a joke book. It’s an instruction manual that also provides
you with 101 jokes to hone your skills. Each section contains basic tips and information, followed
by practice jokes and exercises, and ending with a reflection. The jokes are numbered from 1 to
101, so you can jot down the number, rather than the whole thing.As with regular joke books,
you can dip in and out as you please, sharing funny jokes when you discover them. However, the
instructional tips and exercises build on each other, so you will get the most from this book if you
read it from start to finish. This is not a school assignment, so you don’t need to complete every
single exercise if you don’t want to. But practice makes perfect, so the more you use this book to
help you practise, the closer you will get to becoming an expert joke-teller.All the jokes in this
book are ‘clean’ and hopefully do not offend any people, animals or the inanimate. General rules
for adults also apply to kids.Here are the elements you will learn from the book:Exercise 1 Know
Your AudienceExercise 2 The DeliveryHere are some of the elements to focus on when telling a
joke:Exercise 3 Right Time, Right PlaceExercise 4 Joke-telling SessionsExercise 5 Go with the
FlowExercise 6 Build Your RepertoireExercise 7 Longer JokesExercise 8 The BeginningTom is
continuously expanding experience and knowledge There is also a short story collection of him
you can enjoy.Scarlett  Jensen28 November 2020”

Anastasia Styles, “An incredible investment in your stage presence, be you 8 or 88.. As a parent
to a ten year-old who likes likes logic puzzles and likes jokes but has tended not to apply the
former skill to the latter interest, this book contains more than just a lot of pointers!I read this
book on a recommendation and was a little wary that it may be at the same level as some other
similar books I’ve encountered; it’s not; this one seriously overdelivers.For any book I review, I try
to find at least some positive and some negative; some books make one or the other of those



tasks difficult.For me, in this case, the only negative I’d find is that there’s perhaps some jokes
that wouldn’t have made the cut for me (it’s not a joke book—but there are listed examples of
jokes of certain kinds between the sections of prose), and the book could definitely have stood
proof-reading before publication; at time of writing, for instance there remain author notes to the
publisher/self, for example the words “use strikethrough” appear where strikethrough is
supposed to be used, but isn’t.But the value of this book isn’t in the jokes or in the quality of the
editing, it’s in the well-considered advice surrounding the accumulation, synthesis, and delivery
of jokes. In terms of technical skill level, this book starts off assuming the reader is at Christmas
cracker level, takes the reader up to serious (so to speak) stand-up comedy skills, long funny
stories, and the like.All in all, if you, a kid, (or you! A kid!) ever wanted professional-level skills at
the telling of jokes and funny stories… This is the book!”

The book by Tom E. Moffatt has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 21 people have provided feedback.
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